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PREFACE
CRT '97 was the 14th Super Trip planned and taken by Troop 707 Scouts since the troop
began in 1966. As with every Super Trip, the easiest way to describe it is with one word
"SUPER"!
The trip was the most ambitious ever planned by the scouts — covering approximately 83
lake miles and crossing more than 25 portages, some of which were a mile long. It involved the
greatest number of scouts ever on a Super Trip (19 scouts and 4 tag-along adults), and was the
furthest North we've ever gone (approximately 250 miles into Canada).
We spent 5 days traveling up and back by bus and spent a full 6 days on the water. The
entire trip was planned and run by the participating scouts. The planning for the trip took place
over a period of one year, with the first real Super Trip meeting occurring at a late night Super
Trip kick-off "party" during summer camp at Thunderbird one year ago. Since that time, the
group held 5 formal Super Trip meetings (hosted by David Fischer, Kyle Chatman, Mark
Gingrich, Jason Quade and Jacob Bruton), and a number of other informal meetings and meetings
of various scout committees.
The planning that went into the trip paid off. The food was plentiful, the canoes were ontime, we got lost (on the bus) only a few times, and the clothing and equipment we packed were
exactly what was needed.
Enough of this preliminary nonsense. The following is the story of the trip as related by
scout volunteers who each wrote at least one day's entry. Since each crew kept its own log book,
there will be dual write-ups for most days ~ one from the Flying Gophers and one from the Sea
Horses. Greg Scott, who kept his own personal log, has contributed some entries, as well.

DAY ONE
T H U R S D A Y , J U L Y 3,1997
- O N T H E B U S -F R O M J A C O B BRUTON'S H O U S E T O C A M P S I T E IN
IOWA

Day One ~ Thursday, July 3, 1997
Written by:

[From Jacob Bruton's House to Iowa]

Justin Ray (Sea Horse)

We left the Bruton's house around 6:50 p.m. Greg wasn't the last to arrive this time . . . I
was. So far we've been to McDonald's not once, not twice, but 2 times.
Henry Bruton was driving and he missed a turn. So we drove on a very bumpy road
(most of us were sleeping) longer than we should have, and then we got to ride back on the other
side (free of charge) for about 15 minutes (thank you Henry!). Perk kept saying that there was a
big city in the West, but Henry said "Man, those lights over there in the West are just the
Northern Lights."
We finally stopped around 1:30 a.m. (probably would have been about an hour earlier if
Henry wouldn't have made a wrong turn). We stayed at an Iowa State Campground near Eldora,
Iowa. It was very nice and very clean, but the pots stunk.

Day One — Thursday, July 3, 1997
Written by:

[From Jacob Bruton's House to Iowa]

Greg Scott (Sea Horse)

I manage to sneak away from work about 3:30 p.m. so that I can pick up the bus and
actually be on time for a change. I had hoped to slip away much earlier, but the needs of the
citizens and taxpayers of the great sovereign state of Missouri come first.
Luckily, the bus is fueled up and ready to go. I sign for it and then take off. Whoops.
The alternator gauge shows "no charge." I swing back and catch one lone mechanic still on the
lot on the day before the fourth of July. He replaces the alternator in short order but the gauge
still reads "no charge." He studies the gauge for a bit and then leans over and raps it with a
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knuckle ~ " boing," the gauge goes to "full charge."

Shoot, I could have done that!

I run by my house to pick up my gear and change into uniform, then head for Bruton's.
I'm actually pretty close to on-time ~ perhaps 8 or 9 minutes late ~ a new record for me. The
guys are in great spirits I mean, the guys are quite down in the dumps about leaving their families
for 11 days. We take the next 45 minutes to load the bus, take photos, and say good-bye.
We are 23 members strong, with 3 members that were questionable up until the last
minute. Justin Ray suffered a bad leg injury the week before while on a bowling tour (he was
playing football in a motel yard somewhere in the Deep South at the time). K.C. Enright broke
his right hand just 3 days before the trip (he refuses to say exactly how he broke his hand!).
Adam Huckfelt had unexplained head-aches that were of some concern to the doctor. Somehow,
each scout convinced his folks to let him go anyway ~ nice negotiating guys!
The bus is a 71 passenger Ryder school bus. It has 24 bench seats in it. Once we load all
the group gear, there are less than 20 seats for 23 guys. Each loads his personal gear and himself
into a seat, with a few guys left over to share. It helps that one of the 23 will be the driver and so
that frees up a seat.
The guys have brought jamboxes, walkmans, gameboys, sodas and cookies. I'm a little
disappointed to see an empty cookie container passed up to the front to be thrown away — I guess
I missed that chance.
Henry and I will be driving the bus. I drove for Columbia Public Schools during law
school and have kept my license. Henry made special arrangements to obtain his CDL license just
for this trip. It will help a lot to have 2 drivers.
I start off driving but hand things over to Henry in Macon, Missouri, where we stop at a

McDonald's. Henry takes over and takes us well into Iowa before he locates a campground. I am
mostly asleep during this time period but understand that we missed a turn toward Des Moines
and are now well off the beaten track. I am awakened by the bumpiest road in the continental
United States, and some discussion between Henry and Perk that goes something like this "Where
in the world are we. Perk?" "I'll be darned if I know, Henry!"
We pull into an Iowa State campground somewhere generally North and East of Des
Moines at about 1:00 a.m. The guys unload and set up some tents, with some very loud "Hey, be
quiet, there are people camping right over there!" Don and I are too tired to mess with tents and
so sack out on the ground under the stars. A few of the scouts elect to sleep on the bus.
So far, so good. I am looking forward to a great trip with some great scouts.

DAY

TWO

F R I D A Y , J U L Y 4,1997
-ON THE

BUS--

F R O M CAMPSITE IN IOWA T O L I T T L E T R O U T
CANADA

LAKE

Day Two ~ Friday, July 4, 1997
Written by:

[From Iowa to Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada]

Jason Quade (Flying Gopher)

Here we are again on yet another very bumpy road. Only a few lucky people get to sleep
while the rest of us lose our lunch, (flying gophers). Adam broke Justin's stereo speaker and has
been really annoying. Andrew has taken control of the bus. Today we also crossed the border at
around midnight and went through the great City of Duluth and saw some really big ships. This
was a very boring day but I'm sure better will come.

Day Two — Friday, July 4, 1997
Written by:

[From Iowa to Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada]

M a r k Gingrich (Sea Horse)

Our Day started before 7:00 a.m. this morning when we left the nice campground where
we stayed. It was cleaner after we left as we began our quest to earn the 50-Miler award by
picking up trash.
We spent about $20 on doughnuts and orange juice for breakfast in a small town Hi Vee.
Our morning bus ride was filled with music and laughter. A couple bathroom breaks relieved a
few members such as Justin Ahrens. We took a vote and decided on McDonald's in St. Paul
Minnesota for lunch rather than Taco Bell. After a meal of greasy burgers and fries, we skipped
merrily across the street of Minneapolis/St. Paul to purchase some needed fishing equipment.
Tucker and Steven Webber supplied the CRT trip's pet, "Oscar." Oscar, a wonderful little
goldfish, was stored in a Hercules cup from McDonald's. Feeding and looking at Oscar was one
of the afternoon pastimes. After Changing his water, Oscar is doing fine.
Dinner was served on the banks offtake Superior. The chicken we had may be the last
4

real meat we get until after our canoe expedition (since McDonald's hamburgers don't count). A
beautiful view is found at dinner and our extremely rowdy bus ride will entertain us for the
evening. Today was a fine bus ride.

Day Two — Friday, July 4, 1997
Written by:

[From Iowa to Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada]

Greg Scott (Sea Horse)

We are up early. Henry chats with our camping neighbors and is surprised to find out how
far off course to the Last we are. Daylight proves the campground to be extremely clean. In
policing the area, about all we find are cigarette butts.
We load the bus and search for a grocery store to buy breakfast. Mitchell has volunteered
to be our food man and, as such, has taken control of over $800 to cover groceries and meals
while on the bus. We find an open grocery in a very pretty little town and Mitchell buys 4 dozen
donuts and a gallon of orange juice. We drive to the city fairgrounds to eat. The donuts are
great, but the juice is so strong it could eat through steel - at least it is an eye-opener! We police
the fairgrounds and in stark contrast to the State Campground, find it quite a mess. It is quite
chilly and so the warmth of the bus is appreciated.
Back on the bus and headed North (well, actually West cuz of our misadventures last
night). Along our journey, we see a 25 foot tall plastic bull sitting in the middle of nowhere and
also see a sign indicating the location of where the movie "Twister" was shot. After a lot of
driving, we reach 1-35 and head North for real this time. We quickly pull into a truck-stop for
fuel and Kyle, our gas man, takes over. After studying a very confusing dual pump system
designed for fueling over-the-road trucks, and with a little help from the attendant, Kyle and K.C.

fill the tank. Kyle then pays the $50 plus bill. Mr. Ray purchases a pretty neat-looking knife at
the truck stop with some neat-looking colored markings on the handle, [later, Mr. Ray would
complain that the markings had washed off in the Canadian lake water].
We are making better time than anticipated and blow by Albert Lea, Minnesota, where we
had planned to stop for lunch. We go on to Minneapolis/St. Paul and stop for lunch at a
McDonald's next to a large shopping mall and Wal-mart. Mitchell gives us each $4 for lunch,
payable in $2 bills.
After lunch, we walk across to Wal-Mart. We spend a lot of time in the fishing section. I
buy a new rod and reel [that never did work] and also a lot of lures [that would later be used to
help sink my tackle box to the bottom of a lake]. I am repeatedly asked my opinion of the best
lures and I insist that based upon past experience fishing for Pike, that the only lure worth owning
is a spoon ~ preferably red & white striped. After our buying spree, we hit the road again and
crank out the miles.
Next stop is Duluth. It is raining as we arrive ~ very chilly. Clears up after a bit. I drive
the bus down to the lake-front and find a huge crowd of sightseers getting ready for the
fireworks. In trying to escape the congestion, I turn the bus down a road that turns out to be a
gravel, pothole-cratered, "rut" road. No problem, as the guys enjoy being bounced high into the
air as we hit some major bumps. Before leaving Duluth, we stop at a large grocery store to buy
supper. Mitchell takes a delegation of scouts to the deli inside and surprises the lady behind the
counter with an order that goes something like this "I'll take aU of your fried chicken, aU of your
spicy chicken wings and 6 of your whole baked chickens. How long would it take you to fiy up
more chicken?" A McDonald's stop would have cost the trip $92 (23 X $4). Mitchell saves us

about $50 by doing the grocery store thing.
We take the North Shore Scenic highway out of Duluth and look for a dinner spot. We
find a great spot along the shore (an abandoned town-site named "Buchanan") and, while Mitchell
and others set up dinner, most of the rest head for the shore of Lake Superior. Some try their
luck at fishing. We have some interested Sea Gulls hovering overhead as dinner gets under way.
Plenty to eat! Then we police the area and strike out again to the North. The road is pretty rough
and is under construction, but burrows through 2 very long and very cool tunnels.
Just a little further is a super waterfall that the troop has stopped at on every Northern
Super Trip since the first one in 1969 — GooseBerry Falls. We get out and explore and Steve
Spies and I get 100% soaking wet by trying to get in under the Falls to take a picture looking out.
Justin Ahrens was surprised to see a Baptist Church Group van that reminded him of a miniSuper Trip 4 years ago - "ah, yes, the Church girls." (you'll have to ask Justin for the full
details!). After we leave the Falls, Justin is anxious to arrive in Grand Marais (our planned camp
spot) cuz he has old friends there that are expecting to hook up with him. Unfortunately, the
roads are slow and we don't arrive 'til just before 10:00 p.m. The city is a mad-house with
everyone out to see the fireworks. We arrive just in time for the fireworks grand finale! Justin's
friends have been keeping an eye out for a big ole yellow school bus and quickly find us. Sadly,
the City campground is full, so Justin does not get to spend the time with them that he had
planned - we must hit the road.
We stop for fuel before leaving Grand Marais and then head North. Henry is driving.
Because I have some bills that must be paid before I leave civilization, I am writing checks like
mad as the bus careens and bumps its way along the road. My hand-writing, due to the bumps, is
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very amusing, with huge swirls and lines — I hope the bank can read the checks! We stop just this
side of the border, around 11:30 p.m., to drop my mail off at the Grand Portage Hotel.
Next stop is a brief rest stop just this side of the border. Note: we had planned to camp
at Grand Marais, or somewhere else along the north shore, but all campgrounds have been full not surprising given the fact that it is the 4th of July weekend. However, as a result, it is almost
midnight and we are still heading North, and have no idea where we will end up camping.
At exactly 5 minutes after midnight, we pull up to the Canadian border crossing. There is
one lone border guard who says "I'll have to come aboard." She is quite nice and asks only 6 or 7
cursory questions to the group. When she gets no admissions of smuggling, she smiles and says
"enjoy your visit."
Henry is behind the wheel and soon spots a "conservation area" sign. He takes a chance
and drives down a pretty rough gravel road for about 5 miles. At the end of the road is a
beautifiil lake (the next morning we could really appreciate its beauty) - Little Trout lake - and
pulls in. He parks flat-out directly in front of a "No Parking" sign and says "we won't bother
anyone this late." Half the guys unload and set up tents ~ these are the "smart" ones. The other
half of us stay on the bus - we are the "not-smart" ones. It was stuffy on the bus, so I left my
window partially down - big mistake. The next morning we would find the bus full of swarms of
very bloated mosquitos - welcome to Canada.
[Justin Harter says that I should not blame myself about the open window cuz when he
woke at 4:30 a.m., the bus door was wide open. Don says its still my fault. He says that 10 or 12
mosquitos probably infiltrated the bus through my window and then opened the door for the rest
of them!
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DAY THREE
S A T U R D A Y , J U L Y 5,1997
- O N T H E BUS-F R O M L I T T L E T R O U T L A K E TO PUT-IN POINT

Day Three ~ Saturday, July 5, 1997

Written by:

[From Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada to
Put-in point near Armstrong, Canada]

Justin Harter (Sea Horse)

Last night I didn't fall asleep 'till after 2 a.m. I went in and out of consciousness, then
woke up at 4:30 a.m. The reason being was there were too many mosquitos and it was quite
warm and my neck was sore.
When I got out of that urination-smelling bus, I found that Nathaniel was up and about
also. We skipped rocks which brought two hours of fun. I woke my dad up around 6:40. The
rest of the troop got up and we picked up trash for our service hour to achieve the 50-Miler
award. Chris Fischer found a condom wrapper, I found some cigarette butts; and my dad found a
used condom. My dad enjoys scouting very much. He picked up the condom with a stick.
Our troop only on the 3rd day is running a little low on cash. Stopping for lunch at 3.45
p.m., we get only a small sandwich. It is O.K., as I have a few coins in Canadian currency.

Day Three - Saturday, July 5, 1997

Written by:

[From Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada to
Put-in point near Armstrong, Canada]

Steve Spies (Flying Gopher)

On the road again. Well, we're in Canada and we're off to Thunder Bay for breakfast at
McDonald's. Yummy!
The road to Quimet Canyon was kind of bumpy and right as we pull in to the parking area
at the Canyon it started raining heavy. But it was all worth it. The view was incredible looking
out over and down into the Canyon. But all good things must come to an end, so now its back to
Thunder Bay and lunch at, you guessed it, McDonald's. Yummy! Lunch was . . . well. . .
McDonald's.

Now its off to camp. When we arrived in Armstrong, we stopped one last time for gas.
But somebody stepped on the hose and accidentally pulled the nozzle from the tank. K.C. and
Andrew were soaked in Diesel fuel, so we used the gas station's washer and dryer but it didn't
help the smell much. So to camp we go.
Sorting the food was a mad-house, but we finally got it done around midnight. We're
camped right next to the lake by the road. Here we go!

Day Three ~ Saturday, July 5, 1997

Written by:

[From Trout Lake Conservation Area in Canada to
Put-in point near Armstrong, Canada]

Greg Scott (Sea Horse)

Little Trout Lake is quite beautiful. I , and a few others, take a quick "face and head" bath
and feel so much better — but the water is numbing cold! I fear that parental concerns about
swimming this week are for naught. We strike out for Thunder Bay (a major city of 118,000)
which we should reach in less than one hour.
Mitchell is contemplating a McDonald's stop for breakfast, but only juice and rolls are in
the meal plan. He doesn't want to break our budget, so decides to have us drive by a McDonald's
and see how much stuff would cost. He knows that we get a pretty good exchange rate for our
American dollars (anywhere between $1.25 and $1.36 for each $1 American). After a quick run
in, Mitchell trots back to say that everyone should at least be able to afford flapjacks and hashbrowns for $2 American, so he hands us each a $2 bill and says "good luck." This was a fun stop.
The staff, as with all Canadians, we found to be fun, friendly and glad to see a bunch of redshirted boy scouts.
Justin Harter is a really neat scout. He sees an older man sitting by himself and asks if he
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can join him. They chat throughout breakfast like old friends and I take a photo.
It is while at breakfast that we make our final crew decisions. Our greatest concern is
K.C. Enrighf s broken hand. It is simply an unknown about how well he will be able to paddle,
[later we would learn that he isn't slowed down in the least, but we do not know that in advance].
To play it safe, we decide to move Justin Ahrens and Perk Hoecker to "the K.C. side." This gives
that crew the greatest flexibility, but results in an unbalanced crew of 13 for what will later
become the Flying Gophers and a crew of 10 for the soon-to-be Sea Horses.
After breakfast, we make another Wal-mart stop for last minute fishing items and some
extra clothes ~ it has been downright cold up here! While at Wal-Mart, I call David Fischer and
let him know that all is well and our injured scouts are doing fine. We then stop for fuel and head
for Quimet Canyon which is about 50 miles out of town. It is a super canyon with sheer sides
dropping 600 feet or so straight down. Unfortunately, it begins to rain just as we arrive. Not
only does it rain, but major lightning begins to strike as well. At one point, there is so much static
in the air that all our hair is standing on end (more of a problem for some than others!).
We arrive back in Thunder Bay about 1:30 p.m. Mitchell recruits a couple of volunteers
to help buy lunch materials at a Safeway store while the rest of the bus goes to refuel. Mitchell
buys sandwich meat and bread and chips that he later serves on the bus.
The road to Armstrong is great. None of the problems I remember from KRE '89. We
make great time and only stop twice to water the flowers. We see very few other vehicles —
perhaps a half dozen in over 150 miles. It is raining and the wind is gusting for much of the way.
We arrive in Armstrong m.uch earlier than expected, perhaps 5:00 or so. We cruise the
depressing Indian village and end up at the only gas station in town. K.C. helps fuel the bus as the
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scouts jump down and run in to see what can be bought. Andrew is standing near K.C. when
some unknown scout trips over the fuel hose. The nozzle is pulled from the tank and diesel fuel
fills the air! Andrew and K.C. are covered in it! Luckily, the gas station is also a Laundromat
with one working washer. Andrew and K.C. strip off the "diesel duds" and we run a laundry load.
Andrew and K.C. clean-up the best they can in the restroom but the bus still smells mightily of
diesel once we start rolling again.
As we are waiting for the laundry to finish, our outfitter, Peter Crooks, shows up with a
trailer full of canoes and says he will meet us at the trail-head. We arrive and set up camp at the
side of the road [or more accurately jn the road!]. Supper is hotdogs on sticks. The only other
activity of the night is dividing the trail food. Justin Ahrens lends a hand and sometime near
midnight the distribution is completed. In the food lottery that follows, Henry and I draw two
great numbers ~ 1st pick and 5th pick! We grab a couple of lunch piles and also a third "mystery
sack." Each set of canoe partners ends up being responsible for packing two or three meals.
It gets quite chilly tonight although it is toasty warm in our tents. I later learn that it
reaches 32 degrees tonight. Hmmm. I hope we brought enough warm clothes!
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DAY

FOUR

S U N D A Y , J U L Y 6,1997
O N T H E W A T E R -F R O M PUT-IN POINT TO B E A V E R

ISLAND

A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 10 L A K E M I L E S

Day Four — Sunday, July 6, 1997 [From Put-in to Beaver Island]
Written by: Mitchell James (Flying Gopher)
That Sucked!
This is the word that best described today. Plus, "Rainy, "Windy," "Cold, "Exhausting,"
are also suitable! The good thing was . . . canoeing, except going straight into the head wind.
After canoeing in the rain, we stopped for lunch — Sandwiches, chips, and Swiss snack
cakes, but the best part was the bonfire we built to get warm again. That's when we also realized
that Todd left Tucker's pet fish, "Oscar," at the start-off point.
Hopes are high that it gets warmer and less windy. Because of the weather and fatigue,
we spent the night at Beaver (the best patrol ever) Island, just a little off course.

Day Four — Sunday, July 6, 1997 [From Put-in to Beaver Island]
Written by: Andrew Elmore (Sea Horse)
Today, for lack of a worse word, was "miserable." We woke up on our six inches of
moss/gravel road camping area to a sunny morning . . . that lasted about three minutes. After
that, the clouds rolled in and it got really cold.
For breakfast we had eggs with dirt, bacon with congealed grease, and cold English
muffins with jelly.
After breakfast, we had a meeting and received our maps (one set for each canoe) and
then we split into our two groups. Our group, the Sea Horses, vowed to have teamwork and to
help others in the group. I don't know what the "Flying Gophers" talked about.
Then we hit the water. As we got out onto the first lake, the fierce head-wind and cold
rain started. And adding to the fact that it was about forty degrees, everyone was very miserable.
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At about 12:30 p.m., two and a half hours after we started, both groups stopped for lunch.
Mitchell, Greg and a few other people started a huge fire because everyone was freezing ~ except
for Nathaniel who is never cold or hot because he is screwed up! For lunch we had Ham or
salami sandwiches, Fritos, Swiss cake rolls, and a liter of kool-aid for twenty-three people. Then
we hopped in our canoes and headed North on Little Caribou Lake. Devin and I were the first
people to the only portage of the day about a half an hour before the last canoe. After the
portage, we headed out into Caribou Lake. By then, the wind was blowing twice as hard and
there were swells, some of them breaking into our canoe.
Two hours of hell later, we arrived at Beaver Island. Since it was so cold and rainy, a
decision was made to camp on the island, even though we had planned on camping three miles
farther. The two crews camped near each other but stayed separate. For dinner we had
cheeseburgers, corn-on-the-cob, and gingerbread cake that was prepared by Devin and I and
tasted most excellent! After dinner, the clouds were blown off by the non-stop wind and we were
able to see the tail end of a nice sunset.
Day Four ~ Sunday, July 6, 1997 [From Put-in to Beaver Island]
Written by: Greg Scott (Sea Horse)
We get up early and are on the water shortly after breakfast. Probably on the water by
9.30 a.m. (ish). Before we leave, I offer $5 to the first scout to catch a Northern Pike and another
$5 to the first scout to see an animal bigger than a rabbit (but it can't be a fish or a bird ~ but an
insect is O.K.).
I am assigned to Group 2. We have a separate meeting before we start out. We decide
we can't call ourselves "2s" all week, so Andrew suggests we call ourselves the "Sea Horses," and
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we unanimously approve. The other group will remain just "the ones" for another couple of days
before they come up with their group name - the "Flying Gophers."
The Sea Horses get started just a few minutes ahead of the Ones. It is drizzly and cold.
All but Mark and I are bundled up in multiple layers of clothes, rain gear and life jackets. Mark
and I are each wearing shorts. That's O.K. for me cuz I am a foolish fellow, but Mark should
know better! Of the Sea Horses, Andrew and Devin take the early lead (they will retain this
position for the entire trip ~ they are most excellent paddlers). Henry and I have apparently been
given a defective canoe cuz it sits about 6 inches lower in the water than the other boats!
Picking our way through the various turns in the long skinny lake is a bit tough, but we
manage to stay on track. We observe that the canoe strokes of many of the boys can use some
improvement — lots of biceps being used to little effect. Henry and I give some advice;
"Straighten that lower arm. Feather the paddle. Power comes from the top arm. Use the lower
arm for a fulcrum." We see some immediate improvement and, by tomorrow, the strokes are
greatly improved. By mid-week, the strokes are all flawless (except for Mr. Ray, who stubbornly
refuses to modify his stroke ~ of course, he and William never have any trouble keeping up!).
Lunch is supposed to be a no-fire lunch of sandwiches and chips. But, since too many are
too cold, we start a "big ole" fire and all huddle around for warmth. K.C. and Justin Ray appear a
bit hypothermic and so we warm them up first thing and help them dry out their clothes. By the
time lunch is over and the fire is out, all are much more comfortable and ready to roll.
I have no recollection of the first and only portage of the day - probably because the lake
crossing just afterwards was so difficult. By the time we reach the vast open areas of Little
Caribou Lake's big brother "Caribou Lake", the wind has risen and is blowing very hard in our
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faces. With as much as 7 miles of open water to work on, the wind has whipped up some major
swells that later turn into small whitecaps. The sky is black with rain clouds. As we leave the
protection of the banks of the Little Caribou River, we are literally driven backwards by the force
of the wind until we recover and lean into it with our best canoe strokes. Lach canoe is on its
own as we fight our way forward. There is little we can do to help each other beyond a few
shouted words of encouragement, and even those are quickly blown away.
I am initially concerned about Steve Spies and Adam, thinking that Adam's size will make
forcing a way through the wind very difficult. I needn't have worried. Although they do not
make the best time across the lake, Adam has extreme determination. He never stops paddling.
He is a paddling machine with a huge green poncho billowing out behind him. Scrunched over to
the side of the canoe for better leverage and never stopping to rest! Steve keeps them on track in
the back and they work together to overcome some of the worst lake conditions I have seen.
After making it only 3 miles or so out into the lake, we come upon Beaver Island and
decide that we've expended too much energy to continue on. The guys find a super spot to camp
on the lee side and we all pull in. We've only gone about 2/3 of our planned mileage today, but
the guys have made the right decision. We'll rest up tonight and then see what tomorrow brings.
Dinner is fantabulous! Great cheeseburgers, com-on-the-cob, and gingerbread with icing.
Several of us take quick baths and then head for bed [note: the water is much warmer than Lake
Superior. In fact, as we canoed today, we'd sometimes dip our hands into the water to warm up].
The Horses have set up tents on the hill-top above and the "ones" are scattered off to the side.
All will sleep well tonight. Both crews have done a great job today, with no complaining about
the weather, the cold or the possibility of worse to come. Well done!
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FIRST MORNING ON THE WATER IS RAINY AND COLD
- L I T T L E CARIBOU L A K E , SUNDAY ~

LUNCH AROUND THE FIRE

DAY FIVE
M O N D A Y , J U L Y 7,1997
-- O N T H E W A T E R
F R O M B E A V E R ISLAND TO " T H E POINT"
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 16 L A K E M I L E S

Day Five ~ Monday, July 7, 1997 [From Beaver Island to Point of Land in Caribou Bay]
Written by: Devin Coffman (Sea Horse)
Today was a prime example of what I hope is the real side of Canada. The water looked
like glass. It was the smoothest water I think I have ever seen. We went much further and hit a
few more portages which I will comment on later.
We woke up with a wonderful breakfast of "Monster Omelets." They were great, except
for this Spam Treat, a sorry — imitation of Spam. Henry, Greg and I woke up early and started
the fire. We also started the fire for the other group (when they woke up they felt stupid).
The rest of the crew and I left the island before the Gophers. We got a large head start.
We paddled across the calm waters for a couple hours until we came to our first portage. After
we moved our boats and gear to the other side, Greg prepared lunch while the rest of the crew
went fishing. That's when it happened! I caught a monster walleye. The first fish of the trip.
Todd supposedly hooked a 4 1/2 foot long pike, but it ripped the hook away. Todd hoped that
the fish would suffer for many years! Luckily, nothing was lost. Todd had stolen the spoon from
our poor Senior Patrol Leader, Stephen Webber!
As we were just finishing lunch, the sorry "Flying Gophers" arrived. That little punk Kyle
claimed to have caught a pike so Greg paid him $5 and not me. What a load o f — ! I caught the
first fish! We are now planning our revenge against Kyle. Todd has brought up the idea of
cutting him up into small pieces and using him for pike bait!
When we came to the next portage, we saw two busted bass boats on the sides of the
rapids. We played it safe and went around. Right after that portage, there was another. This is
the funny part. We all wanted to float down the rapids of the portage. Greg said that he would
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go first to play it safe. Greg and Henry took a Mondo wipe-out but after that everyone took the
current with ease.
We ended up in a lake a ways down stream and found what was home for the night. Right
when we got there somehow Todd managed to get his fishing line stuck. Because of that, my
good friend, and friend to all, is crippled! He cut his big toes on both of his feet trying to get his
line unstuck. Greg patched him up so hopefully, some day, Todd can walk again!
A great dinner of vegetable soup was served on rice with stove-top stuffing and "socalled" corn-bread.
We all went to bed with full bellies but, unfortunately, the mosquitos did too!
Day Five ~ Monday, July 7, 1997 [From Beaver Island to Point of Land in Caribou Bay]
Written by: K.C. Enright (Flying Gopher)
When we awoke to a smooth glass-like lake, hope filled the camp we busily work to leave.
The rest of the day was next to constant paddling only halted by Doris forgetting a bag with $200
in it and an occasional portage.
We are the Flying Gophers. Kyle Chatman, my tent partner and friend, was the one who
came up with the name. When we saw a sea gull, Kyle said it was a "flying gopher." According
to Kyle, Flying Gophers fly and dive at top speed toward the ground. When they hit, they dig a
little hole and then they are gone!
We also shot some mongo rapids, but it was nothing we couldn't handle. We found out
later that Greg had some trouble and flipped! We are all a little tired, but we are hanging in there.
I am having trouble writing with my broken finger in the way.
So I'll say good-bye.
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DAY SIX
T U E S D A Y , J U L Y 8,1997
O N T H E W A T E R -F R O M " T H E POINT" T O T H E SPLIT-APART
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 23 L A K E M I L E S T O
SEA

FANTASIA

HORSES

A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 19 M I L E S T O R I V E R C A M P
FLYING

GOPHERS

-

Day SIX ~ Tuesday, July 8, 1997
[From Point of Land in Caribou Bay to Split-point]
Written by: Chris Fischer (Flying Gopher)
Today I woke up at 5:30 with the sun and started a fire noisily. Soon everyone else was
up, and we dined on smoke-flavored pop-tarts heated on a double boiler, fruit loops, and
powdered milk. We started out from the peninsula in the middle of Caribou Bay at about 8.30
after necessary stalling. We could see the other crew in the far distance who had passed our camp
somewhat earlier.
Jason and I, and Nathaniel and Tucker, tied our canoes together. After 45 minutes we
separated, but paddled fiercely all day, opening one can of "whoop-ass" after another!
Don managed to leave his PFD behind on an island during a "rest" break, so he, Steve, and
Adam had to canoe back to get it. We were all shocked that Don would leave something behind!
After a delicious lunch of Vienna sausages, we caught up with the other crew, who were
sunning themselves in their 2-piece swimming suits. They were very sneaky and tried to tip our
boats by ramming them. But they were unsuccessful.
We finally separated on our separate paths, and we found a very nice place right before
the first portage to camp. We ate a delicious meal of spaghetti, and Tucker caught a big walleye.
The only things up here who had a better dinner than us are the mosquitos!

Day Six — Tuesday, July 8, 1997
[From Point of Land in Caribou Bay to Split-point]
Written by: Stephen Webber (Sea Horse)
We woke up early and passed the Flying Gophers who were still in their sleeping bags.
We got a good lead on the other group when Todd and Justin thought that they saw 2 beavers in
the middle of Smoothrock Lake [extremely large lake]. When they paddled over, they realized
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that the beavers were actually baby sea gulls. They tried to turn away but it was too late ~ the
grown-up birds attacked them and pooped on them.
Later on, we stopped for a break. Lverybody cast a line and we were soon rewarded
when Andrew caught a Northern Pike. Unfortunately, we didn't get him off the hook in time and
he soon died. As we were leaving, Mark got a Pike and paddled him in towards shore. I got
there and tried to pull him onto the shore but I fell in. Mr. Harter, of the other group, who had
caught up with us by then, came over to help and then he fell in too. As he pushed off, Mark fell
in too. Score: Humans 1; Fish 3!
We took off leaving the other group behind and paddled past a fishing outpost and saw a
float plane land. We stopped for lunch of peanut butter and crackers. After a long wait, with no
sight of the Gophers, we had a water fight in which we soaked Todd Wait. After changing, it was
a very mad Todd Wait that came out to sink Devin and Andrew's canoe. He started boarding but
was ordered to stop by our adult leaders. We stopped again that afternoon. We all swam and
washed our hair with some biodegradable soap. Devin claims that his hair is falling out.
Andrew caught another Pike. The other group caught up with us and we did some
ramming and some racing. We were looking for a joint camp site but couldn't find one, so we
split apart and the Sea Horses canoed another 2 miles and there we met "Fantasia." Now Fantasia
is a bitch and we had a hell of a time getting by her! It took us a long time and she is the longest
portage yet ~ she is about one mile long and she is hilly and rocky with one million mosquitos.
Greg helped carry the canoe most of the way.
We had a good dinner of spaghetti then we took our paddles [and odds and ends] across
the portage. On the way, we saw some moose tracks but no mooses.
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Day Six - Tuesday, July 8, 1997
[From Point of Land in Caribou Bay to Split-point]
Written by: Greg Scott (Sea Horse)
We awake early on "the point." Henry and I find to our dismay that several mosquitos
managed to avoid our killing efforts last night in our tent. However, they are easy pickings for
revenge ~ simply too full to fly fast! Breakfast for us humans is fast and easy ~ cereal and milk.
We're in good spirits with the knowledge that we are making excellent time. Yesterday,
we not only made up the 3 miles missing from day one, but picked up a couple more!'
The Gophers are camped another 1/4 mile down the point and we say "howdy" as we
pass. Nathaniel and Tucker are already packed and out in their canoe. However, the rest of the
gophers appear to be moving a little slow this morning. Justin Ahrens calls out some concern
about food distribution as we cruise by, but they don't look like they are starving to us!
The lake is like glass this morning and the sun is shining. As we proceed up Caribou Bay,
the air is so clear we can see the Gophers following behind - probably 2 1/2 miles or so back.
All we can see are the flashes of sun off of wet paddles and we assume that is all they can see of
us as well. We decide to have some fun and see if we can't move into single file so the Gophers
will wonder where the rest of our group went. We do that for 10 minutes or so, but then return
to the favorite activity of the day — trying to ram each other.
Once we make the Southerly turn into Smoothrock lake, we find ourselves out in a huge
body of water — the largest yet. Todd and Justin investigate some beavers that are swimming in

' This is important because this is the mid-point day. We knew coming into this trip that
we had planned many more miles than the troop had ever done before and that we'd have to stay
flexible on the possibility of retracing our steps if we could not make the time we hoped we
would. Therefore, to make sure we can complete the trip within our limited time, we must be at
least to the half-way point - middle of Smoothrock Lake ~ by the end of the day. The way we
are traveling, this looks to be no problem!
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the middle of the lake and discover they are actually baby sea gulls. It is amusing to watch the
adult flock swoop down on Todd and Justin to drive them away.
We see some great bare rock islands with huge boulders balanced atop. We wonder how
the boulders got there. Henry has been picking on the guys in good humor, but devotes special
attention to Todd ~ that's O.K. since they all return the favor and Todd is able to hold his own in
any "dissing" contest. Todd makes a suggestion about the size of Henry's beard, but Henry turns
it back against Todd. Those two are providing plenty of entertainment!
We stop on a smooth rock ledge for what is becoming a standard mid-morning break and
the guys go fishing. Andrew hooks and reels in our group's first Northern Pike — netting Andrew
a $5 award. The Gophers catch up with us as we are about to leave. We say farewell and plan
on hooking back up with them later in the afiernoon.
We stop for lunch at a point where the Lake narrows. The lake leads us around some
pretty cool twists and turns before once again widening out into a mega-lake. About 3:30 p.m.,
we find a spot for our afiernoon swim and bath. The rock shelf slopes steeply away in the water
and is covered in very slippery green algae. The guys have a terrible time making it back ashore.
They will just about make it out, then begin sliding backwards, and then down they go!
The Gophers catch up to us at the end of our swim, [note: Several times the Log reports
that the Gophers have had to "catch-up" to the Horses. This is not because the gophers are
slower canoers. They are not. As best I can tell, it is because the gophers tend to get up a little
later than us and, on occasion, have been known to have to go back for mislaid items . . . Don!]
We stay together for the rest of the afiernoon. The guys expend a lot of energy chasing and
ramming each other. The Sea Horses are determined to ram Chris and Jason Quade, but simply
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cannot catch the Frenchman and his partner. Whenever the Horses close in, Chris will say in his
most amusing French accent "Jason, it is time to open another can of Whoop-ass" and then away
they go — very impressive!
After leading the Horses on many a merry chase, Chris and Jason get just a bit too cocky.
They begin to make fun of the low-riding canoe that Henry and I are in. They shockingly suggest
that the defect might not be in the design but perhaps might have something to do with the
exceptional amount of weight inside the canoe! They actually laugh at us! Well, this leads to a
challenge and the race is on. Sadly for Chris and Jason, all the cans of "whoop-ass" in the world
do not help them any. We are even for 10 yards or so and then begin to pull steadily away. Of
course Henry must take most of the credit. When he lays into a paddle, you can literally feel the
canoe come up out of the water! I believe that Chris is surprised that a couple of old guys can
still move a canoe "pretty good."
As we approach the split-point, the nature of the vegetation changes. The trees are young
and the under-growth heavy. We were told to expect this, as seven or eight years ago there was a
forest fire through here. We do not find a decent campsite before the split-point and so must
separate. We exchange words of encouragement and plan to see each other again in 2 days.
Although it is already getting late, the Horses go 6 more miles before finding a great
campsite at the trail head of Fantasia Portage. We unload the canoes and decide to go ahead and
move the canoes across tonight. This way, we'll only have one trip to do the next morning.
Fantasia is a very long portage ~ about one mile long. It is supposed to be a very
beautiful portage ~ thus the name ~ but I can not see much from under the canoe that I carry. I
would love to set the canoe down to rest, but these portages do not have canoe rests as the ones
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in Quetico do, and it is "a pain" to set the canoe down and relift it without assistance. So I
persevere. I did have the foresight to cover myself with DEET before starting and so the swarms
of mosquitos that hover around leave me pretty much alone. However, if you miss even a small
spot, the mosquitos will find it. The mosquitos find one unprotected patch on my lefi shoulder
and attack it unmercifully.

It is very difficult to brush away skeeters while a canoe balances on

your head but I do my best.
On the way back across the portage, I see why the portage has the name it does. Tall
virgin pines with beds of pine needles beneath. Open areas full of wildflowers. Deep green colors
mixed with long majestic tree trunks and boulders spaced to look like an elfin fantasy-land. Of
course, one doesn't generally imagine swarms of mosquitos in fantasy-land, so the picture is not
entirely perfect!
About half-way over, here comes a canoe with Todd and Justin under it. Todd has on a
white T-shirt and has clearly done a worse job of applying insect repellent than I. The back of his
shirt is thick with mosquitos — perhaps 5 or 6 mosquitos to the square inch, who have landed and
are sucking blood through his shirt. I've never seen anyone covered so thoroughly! I grab my
DEET and make a quick swipe across his back. The skeeters disappear magically like black off of
a well-soaped pot. I wipe both scouts to get rid of the skeeters and then they are off.
Back at camp, the fire is blazing and a great spaghetti meal is almost done. Spaghetti
noodles are boiling, the sauce is spicy and bubbling, and two loaves of French bread are warming
on the fire. Dessert is plain cherry pie filling because the pancake mix to make crepes was
somehow lefi out of the food bag. Each of our dinners, so far, has been wonderful. First
cheeseburgers, then great vegetable stew over rice, and now spaghetti! Can't beat it!
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SOME FISHING SUCCESS DURING M I D - M O R N I N G BREAK
- SMOOTHROCK L A K E , TUESDAY --

DAY SEVEN
WEDNESDAY,

J U L Y 9,

1997

-- O N T H E W A T E R -F R O M SPLIT-APART T O SHAWANABIS (SEA HORSES)
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 17 L A K E M I L E S - - H O R S E S
AND T O BOILING SAND R I V E R ( F L Y I N G GOPHERS)
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 12 L A K E M I L E S - G O P H E R S

Day Seven ~ Wednesday, July 9, 1997 [From Split-point to Shawanabis Lake ~ for the horses]
Written by: Todd Wait (Sea Horse)
Today we woke up at a hellish place called "Fantasia." We had a good breakfast of
oatmeal and granola bars. Devin and I helped cook the meal.
Last night, we took our canoes over the mile-long portage which was covered with
millions of mosquitos.
After we crossed with the rest of our gear, Andrew hooked a so-called "fish." He thought
that the fish was so big that he just about urinated his pants. But when he pulled it close, the line
broke. Afier canoeing over a few portages (5), we reached the Falls and ate a fabulous lunch with
some mechanically separated chicken parts, crackers with peanut butter and jelly, and raisins.
Afier lunch, we canoed for a very long time, but then we took a swim break on a slippery
island. Most of the boys took baths.
When we were about to leave, Justin Harter and I went canoeing ahead and I caught a
huge Northern Pike. Unfortunately, it died like all the other fish we caught.
Afier swimming and fishing, we decide to go all the way to where we are to meet up with
the other group. I f we get there, we'll have a lay-over day tomorrow. We traveled 17 miles plus
8 portages. Along the way, we saw a beautiful bald eagle. I luckily had my double barrel
elephant gun but I missed because those darn mosquitos stung my lefi eye! Now I am blind, but
Justin still tells me where to steer.
We made excellent time going 4 m.p.h. on a lake with wind growing strong again in our
faces and waves breaking against us. When we got to the campsite, we were all happy because
we would not have to paddle at all tomorrow. We all helped cook macaroni and cheese, mashed
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potatoes and kool-aid.
For clean-up, Henry wanted to be funny and used Devin's sock to clean up. Devin was so
mad he poured "water" on Henry's sleeping bag, but Henry did not know it. But unfortunately, he
picked the wrong bag! Devin will probably go on the rest of his life bleeding cuz Greg tore him
to pieces. [ I am full of hot air — none of this is true — except Henry really did use Devin's sock
for the macaroni pot!]
Andrew really did hook a huge fish. It was about 3 feet long and almost pulled his pole in
the water twice.

[Editor's note: Todd did a good job of describing the day (except I somehow don't recall the
women's school and shower he diagrams). However, he failed to mention the Railroad Crossing
Portage. Toward the end of the day, we came to where the water crosses a set of railroad tracks.
We had assumed that there would be a bridge that we could canoe under — sorry! The tracks
were laid on a huge fill of rocks perhaps 80 feet from water level to track level, and the water
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actually seeped through the rocks. No way to go under! The trail up the side was as steep as it
could be without defying the law of gravity. Further, to even get up to the trail, we had to pull
our canoes up a creek. Once there, the guys unloaded gear and fought the gear up the slope bit
by bit. Once the gear was up, they began hauling canoes up hand over hand using 50 foot long
ropes. Lowering the canoes down the other side was almost as great a chore. Five or six guys
would use the rope to try to lower the canoes gently while Devin and Steve and Andrew would
"ride" the canoe down from behind. They weren't actually in the canoe but would slide down with
a grip on the back end. The rope wasn't long enough to go the full way, so they would untie
about 2/3 of the way down where it got a little flatter. Once unhooked, the top guys would lower
the rope for the next canoe and the whole process would continue. It was a heck of a chore and a
heck of any accomplishment that was done by everyone giving their all.]

Day Seven ~ Wednesday, July 9, 1997
[From Split-point to Boiling Sand River — Gophers]
Written by: Tucker Staley (Flying Gopher)
This morning. Tucker and Nathaniel were the first up, again. They built a great fire.
Tucker woke Adam and Spies up by throwing pine cones at their tent. He did the same thing with
Justin Ahren's tent, but he was already awake.
After breakfast and after all of our gear was packed, Mitchell caught a Pike.
Unfortunately, the line broke and Jacob lost his only spoon (Mitchell was using Jacob's pole.)
When we got to our first portage. Perk figured it was about 567 yards long. After the first
portage, we had to pull our canoes over some rocks in the middle, with cattails all over, the river.
That's pretty worthless information, but after all of that happened, Nathaniel, Tucker, Adam and
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Steve saw a bald eagle. It came down out of the trees and flew down the river. It could have
made a great picture. Adam obviously thought so because as soon as we were sure it was a bald
eagle, there were shouts of "Get me my Camera!" We saw the eagle again further up the river,
but we didn't get a very good look at it.
After going down the wrong cove (following Chris and Justin), we arrived at the second
portage and Nathaniel and Tucker decide to go up it rather than hike the portage trail. It
appeared that the only parts that caused a slight problem were a patch of boulders and a tree
across the river. They moved them easily out of the way. When they finished, there were only 3
rocks there. They were very pleased with themselves. Soon we arrived at an island for lunch.
We had crackers and some other things. Jacob tried throwing M & Ms in the air an catching
them. One hit Tucker's tooth and made a big sound. After lunch, some of them fished.
The third portage was really short and we got through very quickly. Some time in there,
Justin, Chris, Don & Perk tried to go the wrong way. None of us followed. We passed the test.
We decided to camp after the 4th portage. When we got there, Nathaniel and Tucker
went to check out a camping spot. About halfway there, a sea gull started attacking them. He
would swoop down and then fly up in the air. Sometimes he would drop a load on the way
down! Nathaniel said that it was a good spot, so we all went over to it. We saw that the spot
actually sucked, so we went back across the lake and set up camp on a huge rock.
During the third portage, Chris and Justin fell in the water. Chris was sitting in the canoe
and he told Justin to push it in the water. They were on a hill and shot down it. The canoe went
way out into the water and so did Justin and Chris! Chris tried getting back into the canoe, but
only got more water in it.
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Earlier today, when some of the guys saw an eagle, the ones in the back saw a caribou.
Also earlier today. Tucker found one hell of a spot. There were all of these trees that had fallen ~
it was really hard getting out of the canoe — but he did it. Tucker was looking for a trail. Soon
he stepped on a hill and his leg shot down through it. His leg went down to his thigh! It turned
out that there was no land under. A bunch of trees had fallen and moss had grown over. Shortly
after that, we canoed by a small camp. Tepees were set up and a couple of fires were set.
Dinner was pretty good tonight. The macaroni and cheese (spelled macaroni and "chesse"
on the menu) was pretty much perfect. The potatoes were soup and the muffins were molded.
Jacob has been trying to pick a fight with Justin Ahrens all week and he finally got his
wish. Justin moseyed on to the wrong side of the fire and Jacob took him down, shortly followed
by Tucker. It was a pretty good fight! Mostly it was revenge because earlier Justin lifted Jacob
above his head and would have thrown him but Jacob wouldn't let go of his neck.
After dinner, Chris and Justin went fishing. Chris caught a good-eating walleye. They
soon came in because the mosquitos were so bad. When they came in. Tucker found out they had
lost his spoon. That was okay because Chris gave him the silver spoon that caught his fish.
After the sun went down (after 10), frogs invaded our camp. Spies said that you couldn't
take a step without 3 frogs jumping. Steve Spies was great at night. He did a great job of
helping out. He cleaned a nasty pot without complaining at all. Later, as we were lying in our
tent, there was a continuing humming made by a whole bunch of mosquitos.
Jacob and Mitchell talked pretty late into the night. Tucker continually snuck up on the
tent and added a comment into the discussion. This freaked out Mitchell every time.
Well, that's pretty much all that happened today and my day as logkeeper is at a close.
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DAY

EIGHT

T H U R S D A Y , J U L Y 10,1997
-- O N T H E W A T E R
L A Y O V E R DAY (SEA HORSES) - ZERO

MILES!

B O I L I N G SAND R I V E R T O SHAWANABIS (GOPHERS)
APPROXIMATELY

6 LAKE MILES

Day Eight ~ Thursday, July 10, 1997
[From Boiling Sand River to Shawanabis]
Written by: Kyle Chatman (Flying Gopher)
At 6:19 a.m. K.C. and I awoke to the sound of Jacob requesting all gear packed by 6:45
a.m. K.C. and I packed and brought our gear down to the canoes then went to see what was
cooking for breakfast. Jason was burning some Treat (soon to be taken over by K.C.) and Chris
was making some good lookiri pancakes. I soon set to work cleaning a cooking spoon caked in
mac & cheese that someone neglected to clean last night. I then volunteered to write the Journal
for today.
The pancakes were scrumptious and were wolfed down rapidly by eager scouts and pots
were distributed to be cleaned. I'm on my way to start on mine now. . . . That's done. We just
need to load the canoe and shove off.
~ Note: It's now 3:33 p.m. (Columbia time) and as I write this we've just met up with the
Sea Horses.
Shortly after we left camp this morning, we got to our first portage. It was fairly short
and we got through without a problem. At the end we just crossed the river and started on the
next portage. This portage we stepped out of the canoe and sank right into the ground! The
marshy ground harbored swarms of mosquitos. In the middle, we crossed some railroad tracks
and went on. After awhile of canoeing, we tried to find the next portage. It took a while of
hiking to realize it was the wrong trail. After some searching, we found the true trail and set
ourselves straight. We had another short period of canoeing before we came to our next portage.
This portage was our longest yet and at the end we took a break and ate lunch (tortillas and
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summer sausage). It was then a short trip to where the Sea Horses had set up camp.
The one thing that has been against us today is the weather. It's been dreary and the wind
has been pretty strong in our face. Other than that, its been pretty smooth.
A few of the boys are out swimming and fishing and I think I'll join them . . .
Wow! That was quite a sight! The entire troop was lined up on the shore casting and
reeling. The first catch of the day was also the most funny. Steve Spies was standing up on a
rock and had just cast and Todd yelled up "Hey, Steve, you won't catch anything!" And at that
exact moment Steve's pole bent nearly in half! " 0 0 0 0 0 , Todd, dissed!" Steve called back as he
reeled in a whopping Northern Pike (with my lure, by the way). After the fish was successfully
caught, about five people flocked to his spot. One of the first was Mark. Mark's first ca,st he
caught a big northern Pike! Also, in that spot, Steve Spies snagged another big pike with my lure
but it bit it off and swam away. Later in that same spot Stephen Webber caught a Pike. Once it
was reeled in, we caught sight of my lure in its mouth! It then bit off Stephen's lure and swam
away. THEN, in the SAME SPOT, Jason caught the SAME fish and lost Ins lure, as well! So,
somewhere off the coast of this island is a big, dumb. Northern Pike with three lures in its mouth!
Justin Ray also caught a Pike so we'll be eating well tonight. So far we have a table, a bench, and
another spiffy bench. I need to help cook so I'll continue this later . . .
After we had been fishing for awhile, we saw a float plane circling around in the sky. We
didn't think much of it until it landed on the lake and pulled right up to our camp! We first
thought he just wanted to talk, until he pulled out a few 24 packs of soda, a wad of letters, and a
bunch of ice cream! After we had read our letters, drank our soda, and ate our ice cream, we
continued to fish and clean the ones we had caught.
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After that, we started cooking the fish, stovetop stuffing, potato and combread pancakes,
pudding, and kool-aid.
After we had eaten and cleaned the pots, we had campfire featuring an enthusiastic chorus
of "Tongo", memorable moments from the campers and "Tongo" again. Then we went to bed.

Day Eight — Thursday, July 10, 1997
[Layover Day for the Sea Horses]
Written by: William Shannon (Sea Horses)
Today started off great for the Sea Horses. Reasons being we got to camp a day early so
we had a lay-over day. We didn't have to get up until 9:00-9:30. Also, when we got up we didn't
have to pack or row a boat. Also today we had to catch fish for supper. We had everybody
fishing. Justin Ray caught the first fish for supper — it was a Pike about 2 foot long.
Then we saw the Gophers coming off of the portage across the bay. Finally they got here
and started fishing. Steve Spies was fishing off of the shore, as Todd said "Steven, you're never
gonna catch a fish!" And just as Todd was saying it, Steve caught a Pike and everyone started
laughing at Todd. Later in the day, a little water plane circled around us and then landed.
Lverybody was astonished to see it. After it landed, everybody crowded around to see it. The
pilot told us he had some soda and ice cream for us. We all were surprised. After we unloaded
everything, he left but then he took one last swoop and came within 50 feet from the trees and
about 20 feet off of the water and everybody liked it.
Well, back to fishing. We only caught 4 pike all together. The fish was not too bad.
Day Eight - Thursday, July 10, 1997
Written by: Greg Scott (Sea Horses)

[Layover Day for the Sea Horses]

Up late on this unplanned layover day! Mark and Steve, with Henry and I helping, make a
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THE PLANE!
-- SHAWANABIS L A K E LAYOVER, THURSDAY -

GOPHERS AND HORSES JOIN I N A PEPSI SALUTE TO DAVID FISCHER

great pancake and Treat breakfast! Some scouts even get served breakfast in bed! Nice leisurely
morning with Henry sneaking in a couple of hours nap.
We have been keeping a look-out for the Flying Gophers and we have direct line-of-sight
to the portage trail head that they will be using (it is about 3/4 mile across the bay). Some folks
are fishing, others swimming/bathing, others building water projects in the sand. When we spot
the Gophers, all are excited. Todd rushes around getting paper and pen together. He draws some
great-looking cute gophers with an X through them for "no gophers allowed!" He places these
strategically around the site.
We exchange stories with the gophers and then all swim and fish. Devin, Andrew, Todd
and Jason talk me into swimming with them out to an adjacent island. This is just plain foolish
because the island is almost a half-mile away ~ I don't fully appreciate the distance until halfway
across. Steve Webber and Mitchell serve as a rescue boat and stay adjacent to us as we swim.
Once across, I am beat. I ask Andrew, Todd and Jason if they would ride back in the canoe.
They are not thrilled by that and want to swim back but agree to ride back as a personal favor to
me. There is not enough room in the canoe for Devin and me, so we swim back. Devin has the
endurance of an Olympian and puts this old lifeguard to shame. Although we both make it back, I
am huffing and puffing and Devin is breathing easy!
The guys find a lot of leeches swimming in the water, but none have attached to any of us,
so far. They are nasty creatures (I mean the leeches, not the guys).
The guys are doing a good job of catching fish for dinner. Kyle doesn't catch any, but
finds a log that looks like a huge Northern Pike. He holds it up and I get a picture.
The float plane was a big hit. A few days ago I told the Sea Horse crew the story of LRT
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'Q3 and a non-existent pop machine on top of Lost Ranger Peak in Colorado, but then told the
guys, with a wink, that of course there would be soda at Shawanabis. None believed except
Justin Harter. Devin, especially, was delighted that some "fell for it." I told Devin several times
that he shouldn't second-guess me and that he'd be sorry later, but he'd just say, "Right, Greg."
When the plane landed right in front of the point, then coasted right over to our beach and landed,
it was perfect. When the pilot climbed down and asked if we were the scouts to get the soda and
ice cream, Devin knew he'd been had. He shook his head and refused to meet my eye - I was of
course grinning "way big." "Who's the man, Devin?" Afier a few groans, "You are, Greg!"
The ice cream was frozen solid and all ran to get their "personals." Plenty of ice cream, a
Pepsi for everyone, and even peanuts and trail mix for a campfire later. The plane taxied out, got
up speed and then pulled up out of sight. I thought that was it, but the pilot had other ideas. A
minute later, from out of nowhere, the plane reappears and buzzes us at tree-top level — Super!
Dinner was perfect. Adam led afish-cleaningparty and Nathaniel then cooked the fish ~
as Chris would say: "very nice." We made a mistake with the mashed potatoes and added the
buds before boiling the water. This was a problem cuz the water was not "made." We solved the
problem by converting the mashed potatoes into potato pancakes with cornmeal thrown in for a
thickener. I was covered in mashed potatoes by night's end but the fried taters that Nathaniel and
Mark cooked that night were something special!
After dinner, we were presented with an incomparable sunset. Awesome! After dark (i.e.,
after 10:30), we held a short, but fun, campfire in which the highlight was each person calling out
his most memorable or funny event so far. Many of the scouts had escaped to their tents to avoid
the mosquitos, but all participated in both the singing and the story-telling! Great fun.
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ANEVENING
SWIM AT
SHAWANABIS

SUNSET
IN
CANADA

DAY NINE
FRIDAY, JULY II,

1997

-- O N T H E W A T E R -F R O M SHAWANABIS TO TAKE-OUT
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y 17 L A K E M I L E S

Day Nine ~ Friday, July 11, 1997 [From Shawanabis to Take-out]
Written by: Andrew Elmore (Sea Horse)
How come I always get to write on the really crappy days?!
We were supposed to have three easy portages but instead we had five - and only two
were easy. Plus one of the portages was a real. . . back breaker! More about that, later.
We got an early start today with Devin and Don getting everyone up at like 5:00 a.m. to
eat breakfast. We had 2 packages of oatmeal and two whole not-pop-tarts (Rainbow Pastries).
MMMMM-good.
After breakfast, as Greg predicted, it took forever to get cleaned-up and out of camp. Of
course all of the self-centered, easily annoyed, easily unnerved "Flying Gophers" were just sitting
on their butts not doing anything. On the other hand, us Sea Horses were helping left and right.
I.e., Justin Ray beating the heck out of Don so he could clean the pot that Don tried to steal.
Another Sea Horse, me, Andrew "the best helper in the whole world" Elmore, picked up
miscellaneous items and searched for the owners. But enough about how much us Sea Horses
helped so much and how the "Flying Whiners", I mean "Flying Gophers" sat on their butts ~ let's
talk about canoeing!
We were canoeing along and we came to a spot and no-one knew where to go. So Devin
and I canoed to the rescue. From previous experience, we knew that it was possible to canoe
through grass that grew in the water. After that it was really weird. The water got really shallow
and we had to weave back and forth because the current wound through the reeds and the banks
were really close together.
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Then we did a really challenging portage and then a very simple one.
Well, now its later and more about that. . . back breaker. We came to the portage
thinking it was going to be like the first one, but an hour and forty-five minutes later, when we
were finally finished, that's not what we thought. This portage will thoughtfully be named, "The
Portage From Hell!" First of all, it was almost one full mile long. Second, there were these black
buzzing flies that traveled in the dozens and would fly around your head and land in your hair.
But the worst thing was the super long stretch of marsh that when we would step in it we would
sink in past our knees. Let me tell you, when carrying a canoe or a heavy pack, that is not stuff
you want to walk through!
Besides the really high temperature (in the 90s), the really crappy lunch we had, another
mystery portage, the constant head wind, and having to wait up for people, the rest of the day
was fine. One thing I can't figure out is that no matter which direction we were canoeing, we
always had a headwind. We started North ~ had a head wind. Then West ~ had a head wind.
Then South ~ had a head wind. Go figure. Another thing I can't figure out is how Devin and I
were always like a mile ahead of the last people.
Everyone from both groups really enjoyed the 100 yards that we were on the Kopka
(actually had a current!). That was the only current we had the whole trip. We should change
the name of the trip from Canadian River Trek to Canadian Lake Trek!
Well, anyway, about Friday night. Of course Devin and I were the first to arrive at the
end. Everyone tied their canoes and set up camp. Jason and Will cooked a very good ramen
noodles, rice, and stovetop meal. When I was cleaning my personals, the mosquitos were so thick
I could see a wall of them from behind the towel I had on my head.
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I hope to someday return to Canada, but, until I do, the mosquitos will have to find
someone else to eat!
Day Nine ~ Friday, July 11, 1997 [From Shawanabis to Take-out]
Written by: Jacob Brnton (Flying Gopher)
The day starts by all silence being overtaken by Adam " I don't need to be up" Huckfelt.
Screaming doesn't solve a thing. Also, not being able to shut the Sea Horses up about how they
think we are better than them. Andrew bashing anything that smokes in the fire.
First portage of the day is 1/2 mile of nothing but hard work. Mitchell and I portage
canoe and all. Two trips and we are done.
Second portage of the day is a 100 yard, no rock, straight shot. We pulled our canoe and
are finished before most everyone.
A short lake or two and then the worst portage yet — one mile of rocks, downed trees,
mud to the waist and weeds. Every step is from rock to rock to keep out of the mud. Every 10
feet, a slip and you are covered in mud. Points where some couldn't go back they are so worn out
~ the worst of the trip. Greg "this is the worst portage for me in my life" Scott.
Fifieen miles of canoeing and almost 2 miles in portages makes this the longest day and
the hardest ~ and the last. The trip is over on the water at about 6:30. A glimpse of a bear cub
and eating supper in the dark while being eaten alive by the bugs. Setting up the tents and going
to sleep in the woods for the last time!
The Few, the Proud, the Tired, the Scouts!
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W H O PUT THIS HERE?
- NEAR THE K O P K A , ON FRIDAY --

DAY

TEN

S A T U R D A Y , J U L Y 12,1997
-- O N T H E B U S -F R O M T A K E - O U T T O S O M E W H E R E IN MINNESOTA

Day Ten ~ Saturday, July 12, 1997 [From Take-out to Somewhere in Minnesota]
Written by: Todd Wait (Sea Horse)
Last night we reached our final destination and are now going to start the trip home.
Well, everybody wakes up early except me and my partner. So we wake up ready for breakfast
but to our surprise, the bus is all loaded and ready to leave so I kick Justin Harter out of our tent
and high-tail our buttocks out of there.
So, we rode on the bus for a little while until Drew whined he was hungry and tried to
hurt Devin. So, Devin hurt Mitchell. Which meant I had to protect myself, so I hit Andrew. This
went on until Henry yelled at Jacob (but Jacob didn't do anything — as a matter of fact, he was
asleep the whole time!). So, when Jacob was done crying, we stopped at a so-called Indian
Village on the shore of Lake Nipigon. The village had lots of buildings with all the windows
broken out. So, afier fixing the windows, we got breakfast at a shop which, as normal in Canada,
ripped us off — e.g.. Nerds for $2.00 and candy bars 750 American. So, we leave the Indian
Village and eat pop-tarts and drink orange juice. So we don't really do anything all day until
lunch. We ate lunch at McDonald's which made people happy then we went to a huge sports
center which most of us went off a 10 meter board except Justin Harter who is a panty-waist and
walked out on the platform, cried, and ran away but then he got brave and jumped off. There was
also a huge water slide, a sauna, a whirlpool and a weight room.
Afier playing awhile, we all took showers, got clean clothes on, and went to a boy scout
Jamboree in Thunder Bay. [the Canadian National Jamboree]. We only stayed for a little while,
but it was pretty cool. Most of the boys wanted to leave because the stupid Canadians were
making fun of us Americans. So we made fun of them back and they started to cry. So afier the
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Jamboree, we drove for a very long time until we got to Duluth, Minnesota and ate at Grizzlies.
[Editor Note: actually we couldn't get into Grizzlies, and ate next door instead at the Ground
Round].
We all ordered some really good meals. I also played a joke on Henry by ordering for him
some cheese and wine. Because all week he must have said at least a million times "Do you want
some cheese with that whine?" So after we were all done puking from all the food, we decided to
drive all night and get to Columbia early tomorrow.

Day Ten ~ Saturday, July 12, 1997 [From Take-out to Somewhere in Minnesota]
Written by: Adam Huckfelt (Flying Gopher)
We all woke up to the sound of Greg bringing back the bus and to some it was the best
sound in the world.
We drove to Thunder Bay where we found a laundry place and washed some clothes.
Perk stayed with the clothes while we went to eat at McDonald's, again. Then we picked up Perk
and the clothes and went to the Canadian Games Complex. We went swimming and they had a
big pool as well as some big water slides, diving boards, etc. Then we all took showers and went
to the Scout Jamboree. Some of us went to the Jamboree Trading Post and picked out items but
were told that it needed to be in Canadian dollars. So, we went to exchange it at the Jamboree
bank. We did that and then we went back to the Trading Post but were told that it was closed.
So, we went to Duluth to eat our sit-down dinner. At about 9:45 p.m. we got to the
Ground Round. I ordered a full rack of baby-back ribs and everyone said I wouldn't eat
everything. But I ate it all ~ plus some! During the course of the trip, Henry kept saying "Would
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you like some cheese with your whine?" Of course it got old. So, after we ate, the nice people at
the restaurant brought Henry a glass of juice in a wine glass and a plate of cheese. We all passed
it around and when it came out to Henry we all said "Henry, would you like some cheese with
your wine?"
Then we drove all night.
Day Ten — Saturday, July 12, 1997 [From Take-out to Somewhere in Minnesota]
Written by: Greg Scott (Sea Horse)
Henry and I both wake just before dawn (about 4:30 a.m.) with the sound of Peter
Crooks' suburban and canoe trailer pulling up. We load a half dozen canoes on the trailer and
take off. Peter says nothing earth-shattering has occurred in world news since we've been out of
civilization - main news event is the Mars landing and pictures being sent back. We find the bus
in good condition and drop off the first set of canoes. I take the wheel and Henry sweeps up as I
drive. Total round-trip takes an hour and a half.
When we arrive back at the take-out it is about 6:30. No-one else is up yet but the bus
noise rousts all. Guys begin emerging as we load the rest of the canoes on Peter's trailer. I settle
up with Peter for the float plane and thank him for the good service. The float plane cost only
$120 (U.S.) and that includes the soda, ice cream and snacks.
We load the bus, do a final policing of the area, and then head out. Perk is in charge of
breakfast and has laid pop-tarts out for serving. Perk is in surprising good humor about the
breakfast considering the fact he carried it over 83 miles and 25 portages and, it turns out, he
could have just left it on the bus! Perk decides to wait on serving breakfast cuz we are out of
water and dry pop-tarts will just make our dehydration worse, [note: the water problem is due to
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all of our water pumps having clogged up. Each pump is guaranteed to pump 800 gallons
without clogging, but achieved nowhere near that. They still worked yesterday, but took all the
power I had to force the pump handles in and out. ]
We soon see a sign to "Poile's" at "Gull Bay". We take the turn-off and find the little
Indian village of Gull Bay within 5 miles. It is beautifully located along huge Lake Nipigon. The
town itself, however, is not beautiful. Many or most of the buildings have had the windows
knocked out. Only one house has a perfect set of windows in a spotless yard - and the
explanation may be the two large mastiff hounds tied up outside.
We find the "store" — if that is what it is. Just a ramshackle shack with a hand-painted
"Poile's" scrawled on the side in white paint. An Indian girl comes out of a nearby house and
confirms this really is the store. All go in to buy sodas, candy and anything else that 6 days in the
back-woods can make you miss. The store shelves, however, are pretty bare. I search in vain for
a Mountain Dew among other exotic flavors such as "Raisin" and "Raisin Grape." Steve Spies,
horrible child that he is, informs me that he "got the last one!" Let's see if he ever achieves Eagle!
Mitchell purchases orange juice to help wash down the pop-tarts. Then, on to Thunder
Bay! We stop once to water flowers but otherwise make excellent time. First stop is at a
laundry-mat. Turns out it is the same one that the KRE '89 crew stopped at 8 years earlier — no
apparent change in the least as far as I can tell ~ still no-one in to clean or paint! Kyle furnishes a
roll of Canadian quarters for the machines and Perk volunteers to stay with the clothes while we
take the boys to McDonald's. We agree to bring him back a combo meal!
The city has changed since we were here a week ago. Everywhere we look, we see scouts
— boys and girls - in funky hats and cool shirts. McDonald's is full of scouts, as well. Mitchell
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provides the funds, in $2 bills, and we all eat very well. Then back to the laundry-mat (some have
walked back since we are fairly close). At the laundry, we identify a couple of shower options ~
a campground that will charge us $2.50 or the Thunder Bay Sports Complex that will charge
much more — $6.50. The Sports Complex will take much more time but will be a swimming
option. I am proud of the decision the guys make ~ they choose the Sports Complex. Believe it
or not, most Super Trip crews, tired and worn-out from the back-woods, would have decided to
just head home as quick as possible ~ this group has developed an especially strong group spirit
and is still ready for action.
We find the Complex and send Chris Fischer in, (with Perk tagging along), to see if he can
get us a little better deal than $6.50 ($5 in U.S.). Chris comes back in a few minutes with a
strange look on his face. I ask if he was able to do any good. He says:
Well, you might say so. I told the cashier that we were scouts and the guy said
"O.K. then, how about just $2.75?" I jokingly mentioned that we were all "little
fellows" and he said"Well, how about $2.05 each and I'll look the other way when
any adults come through, eh?"
Wow!

With his negotiating, Chris took a $115 expenditure down to under $25! All I can say is,

"Very Nice!"
The facility is quite amazing. Great shower facilities for an initial "hose down." Then out
into a vast indoor pool area. The pool is the largest I've ever seen and is surrounded by foosball,
ping-pong tables, running track, and sauna and whirlpool facilities. At the far end are three
enormous diving platforms and a 5 story water slide ~ all available for our "one low price." We
are not allowed on the highest diving platform, but that's O.K. cuz the second-highest is
intimidating as heck. I f the boys weren't around to call me "chicken" I might well have walked
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away from it. Oh well, I do the jump but "once is enough." The water slide is even worse. It is
designed to careen your body up the sides toward an open top. I am certain I'll pop out of there
and make quite a mess on the concrete 5 stories below! Very fast, very cool, very scary! A real
relief to splash out into the pool below.
I check out the sauna and have an interesting conversation with a Hawaiian-looking
attendant. He says there are over 26,000 scouts in town. He asks me to explain why we would
go out in weather that varied from 32 to 95 degrees and fight rain, wind and mosquitos when
mankind spent millions of years developing to where we don't have to do that anymore! I have no
words to explain, but wouldn't trade the last week for a stay at any of the finest hotels in Europe!
I return to the main pool area and find that most of the guys are in the middle of a water
basketball game. The way they are playing it, it has very little resemblance to basketball. It
appears more like one continuous "scrum" in rugby. At 4:00, we hit the showers. What the
chlorine of the pool hasn't already done, shampoo and soap finishes. The guys emerge with
slicked-down hair and minus layers of dirt, smoke and 6 days of ingrained DEET.
With clean skin and clean clothes, we head for the Canadian National Jamboree. I drop
the guys off as near as I'm allowed to bring the bus and am directed to take the bus quite a
distance away. I'll have to miss the Jamboree, but I ask Henry to take some pictures for me. As
I pull away, however, I see an open area near the curb. There is no sign that specifically says "no
buses", so I do a combination U-tum/parallel park and work off a premise that has held tme for at
least the last 30 years ~ no-one will tow a boy scout! I am able to spot the guys in their red shirts
scattered throughout the area. I buy a 75 cent soda with a $50 bill (U.S.) to get Canadian change
(lots of it!) and head for the trading post. I buy a hat and see others from our group pemsing the
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shelves. Just outside is the patch trading area and I wonder if Justin Ray did any good with the
patches he brought. I later catch up with Mr. Ray and Mr. Shannon in front of the "Thunder
Dome" bandstand where the opening band ~ The Bare Naked Women ~ will soon be rocking the
house, and take a photo. I call David Fischer to tell him we are out of the back-woods and all are
safe and sound, and find out that Perk already made the call.
Back on the bus and we are ready to speed South. Thunder Bay was good to us and we
will miss her. We have even less trouble getting through the U.S. checkpoint than we did coming
into Canada. The bored guard asked just two questions and didn't even come aboard. Perk
observes that, should he decide to get into the smuggling racket, the best way to do it is hire some
tired-looking scouts in uniform to ride along with the contraband. We all pledge to tell our folks
that the crossing was hell ~ that all the painfully obtained paperwork the parents compiled for us
(birth certificates, letters, etc.) was absolutely crucial to our getting back in the country - and that
it was nip and tuck on whether we'd get back in.
We stop at Grand Marais to refill with diesel and I take that opportunity to pay off some
debts that I compiled on the water. Several times I'd challenge random scouts on the water to tell
me where I am for $2. I'd almost invariably lose ~ the guys did a great job of using their maps
throughout the trip. They certainly were not relying on any of the adults to show the way!
(especially Devin and Andrew who spent the entire time well in the lead) (Todd and Mark were
two others that were impossible to beat ~ they always knew where they were). I also paid off my
"first to see an animal bigger than a rabbit" challenge to William for his bear sighting and paid a
fishing bet to Justin Harter (I'd already paid Mr. Quade for his "big beaver" sighting)..
Before we leave, Mitchell has to make a tough "sit-down meal" decision. It is now 6:00
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p.m. and will be 9:00 by the time we arrive in Duluth. They guys are getting hungry but there is
no affordable place to eat in Grand Marais — other than fast food. Mitchell works through all the
options and then announces we will speed onward to Duluth. I keep the wheel and waste no time
gunning southward. With the junk food bought at the gas station the guys won't starve but will be
ready to eat when we arrive. I make excellent time. We arrive in Duluth at about 8:45. Mitchell
runs into a gas station and obtains some bend-over-backwards help from a cute young attendant.
Mitchell does have a way with the ladies! With her help, Mitchell narrows our sit-down options
to 3. With complex street directions in hand, he reboards the bus. The guys are a bit impatient
for answers but Mitchell handles them firmly and with confidence: "Be patient. We have a Plan!"
we head "out towards the mall." It is now closer to 9:30 and the guys have begun to eat the
paint off the walls of the bus!
Afier other choices don't work out we end up at the Ground Round. Tables ~ lots of
them — are piled together and we all sit down. Mitchell buys a round of garlic bread appetizers as
a precaution against the guys mugging the waitresses as they pass by with food for other tables.
Justin Ray finds an overhead T. V. and turns it on. He initially gains the ire of his peers as he
tunes into some strange shows. He finally settles on a channel that is acceptable to all and we
watch the White spy out-maneuver the Black spy as we order our meals.
The waitress is great. With a group of boy scouts, she cannot know whether she'll get a
decent tip or not and yet still provides super service. She picks on the boys and receives banter in
return. Afier she finishes taking all 23 orders. Perk says "All right guys, now everybody change
seats!" She laughs and says "better not." Food comes quickly ~ large 18 oz. steaks, slabs of
ribs, steaming plates of chicken strips, potatoes, corn-on-the-cob, and more ~ and because we
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didn't change seats, everyone got what they ordered. So much food that we actually had some
leftovers ~ who would have thought?!
Near the end, the waitress brings out a plate of cheese and wine (actually cranberry juice)
for Henry. All enjoy the joke. (Todd has been planning this since about day 2 on the water).
The waitress brings the check to me, but I point to Mitchell. She looks toward the other
adults, but they point to Mitchell. Mitchell takes the check as if he's paid $300 dinner tabs all his
life. He checks the bill, figures in a $50 tip, and pays in cash with a wad of bills that would choke
a horse. A little later, I slip back to the kitchen to ask for a to-go cup for my soda and see the
waitress doing a high-five about her tip.
Henry takes the bus from here. Perk stays up front with Henry to help navigate - a
dangerous combination! I take advantage of a "driver's bunk" that the guys have prepared so that
we can rest one driver at all times. They have provided me with 2 adjacent seats and a cooler to
complete the bunk ~ pretty comfortable. The skies open up for a real gully-washer as I drop off
to sleep. I am wakened at 2:00 a.m. by a bleary-eyed Henry who tells me it is my turn at the
wheel.
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DAY

ELEVEN

S U N D A Y , J U L Y 13,1997
-- O N T H E B U S

-

F R O M S O M E W H E R E IN MINNESOTA

TO HOME

Day Eleven — Sunday, July 13, 1997
[From somewhere in Minnesota to Columbia]
Written by: Nathaniel Peterson (Flying Gopher)
Today was the first time for everybody to rest and think over the week that we had on the
water. We have been on the bus since Sa/urday morning and we are still going even though we
are all tired and want to go home to real food and T.V.
Some of us are glad to leave while some of us still want to canoe more. We all think that
this Super Trip was worth while for all of us, but we all are happy to get home. We were
supposed to get home around midnight, but we are getting home around 2 or 3 in the afiernoon.
All of us are glad to get away from the mosquitos and "wonderful" Treat.
We are traveling through many cities and small towns. We are almost home and our backs
are sore from the very bumpy roads. We all look really bad, even though we took a shower
yesterday. The weather has changed quite a lot since we lefi Canada. Canada was cool and dry
while Iowa and Missouri are hot and damp.
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WORTH NOTING
THE GAS M A N
Kyle did a great job as "the Gas man." He was responsible for more than $600 and at the end of
the trip balanced his flinds to within 22 cents. His responsibilities included fueling the bus at each
stop and paying for the fuel. He also paid for any miscellaneous items along the way such as
camp fees, cups, replacement soda, ice, laundry, swim fees, etc.
THE FOOD GUY
Mitchell did an equally great job as "the Food guy." He was responsible for more than $800 and
also balanced almost to the penny. He planned and paid for all travel meals on the trip, including
a $325 tab at our sit-down meal in Duluth. We ate very well under his leadership.
SETTING A LEADERSHIP STANDARD
Just prior to arriving back at Bruton's on Sunday afternoon, we halted the bus to present
an award to one member of the trip who had demonstrated "above and beyond" leadership
throughout the trip. Despite the fact that each member of the trip performed at an exemplary
level, this particular scout still managed to distinguish himself. Not just most of the time, but
each and every time a job needed doing, he'd leap up with a cheerful grin and say "let's do it," or
"let me help you with that." He never made a big thing about it; he'd just see what needed doing
and then he'd help the group get it done. He was never first in line to be served at meals and he
was always one of the first to grab a pot or other task at the end of a meal. To the uninitiated,
this may not sound like all that big a deal. To those of you who have been over the mountain, you
know that it is. Well done, Devin.
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C R T '97 - - Q U O T A B L E Q U O T E S
The entire bus: "Greg, your blinker is on!"

Greg: "AHHHHHRG!"

Chris Fischer: "Stay in the Canoe — I'll push us off!"
Steve Webber to Tucker: "Have you seen Oscar?"

Justin Ahrens: "Don, is there some
reason we are weaving back and
forth across the lake?"

Jason Quade to Chris waking up from a dream in the middle of the night:
"Chris, do you have an extra paddle ~ my handle fell off."

-

Henry Brnton: "Don't start no trouble, and there won't be no trouble!"
Chris Fischer: " I didn't know there was sand in Canada!"
Devin Coffman: "Right, Henry."
P

x

Steve Spies: " I am Cornholio!"

Todd Wait: "Lake Superior isn't so big."

Chris Fischer: "It is time to open another can of whoop-ass!"

V

Todd Wait:

"Devin and Drew have taken my pride and dignity!"

Devin: "Hey, there are macaroni and cheese stains on my socks!"
Bus Drivers: "We need a shirt count!"

Don: "Has anyone seen my brown bag?"

Justin Harter: " I can't live on just one small sandwich!"

Devin: "Right, Greg."

Unknown scout at gas station to K.C. and Drew: "Would you care for a diesel bath?"
Todd Wait: "Steve, you'll never catch a fish!"

Mitchell: "That sucked!"

Henry Brnton: "No Perk, those lights in the West aren't from Des Moines. They
are probably the Northern Lights!"
AU Canadians: "Lh?

Justin Ray: "Don, better let go of that pot if you don't want to be hurt!"

Devin Coffman: "Hey, Greg, Justin really believes there will be soda at Shawanabis!"
Mark: "Come on, Steve, paddle!"
Justin Harter: "Come on, Todd, paddle!"
Mitchell: "Is that all the fried chicken you have?"

Perk: "Coffee, anyone?"
Adam Sandler: " I like Turkey . . .'^
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Nathaniel: "Well, I suppose that's not tog bad a
Adam: "ST . . . EEE . . . VE!|"
bench, but let me tell you about the one I made . . . ."
Todd Wait: "No gophers!" K . C . Enright: "Look, its the Sea Monkeys!"
MitchellJames: " I DON'T THINK SO, ADAM!" M a r k : "Steve, I do believe our canoe is
a tad bit heavier than the others"
Steve Spies: "Yummy!"

Perk: "Wheww! That was a lot of work!"

Greg: "Sorry, but that's not a Pike and I only pay for Pike!"
Steve Webber: " I just broke my reel. . . does anyone have any duct tape?"
Chris Fischer: "Ah, English Pig!"

Todd Wait: "wee wee"

Kyle: "That's not a
seagull, that's a flying gopher!"

Gophers to Don: "Have you forgotten anything today?"
Henry Bruton: "The first storyteller doesn't stand a chance!"
Greg: "No problem, Henry. I'm sure we can safely run these rapids!"
Steve and Mark: "Oh say can you see . . ."

No-one: "More Treat, please."

Justin Harter: "No Jolly Ranchers for Todd 'til he apologizes for being mean to me and says
that Greg has a handsome face!"
Jason (surrounded by Little Caribou Lake and in a driving rainstorm): "Don't build that fire
up, how will we put it out?!"
Justin Ahrens: "Hey, the Church Girls!"

Adam: " I can't carry cheese!"

Chris Fischer:
"Very Nice!"

Devin and Drew: "This is a private beach."
Laundry Lady: "Are you boys going to go see the Bare Naked Women?"
H e n r y B r u t o n : " W o u l d y o u like s o m e cheese w i t h
whine?"
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SOME FINAL THOUGHTS
Day one on the water I thought would never be over. Day six I knew it was ending too soon.
We had outstanding scout teamwork and each scout showed leadership. Eighty-plus miles in six
days, with some terrible portages, heat and mosquitos!
Henry Bruton

On this Super Trip, the guys took on a challenge that few would even think about taking on.
They fought rain, wind, cold, mud, heat, dehydration, hypothermia, and swarms of MOSQUITOS.
They dragged canoes and gear across rocks, hills, beaver dams and bogs. Most importantly, they
proved that which many adults simply do not understand ~ that a group of mostly 14 year-old boys,
properly trained and working together, can accomplish virtually anything they set their minds to ~
and they can do it with style, with confidence, and all the while having a great time!
Each member brought a different facet to the trip that would have made the total experience
the less for his absence. After 11 days in the back woods with these guys, I may not know everything
about them, but I do know one thing for certain and for sure. There is absolutely nothing these guys
can't do if they put their hearts and minds into it.
Greg Scott

Since returning to Columbia and all the creature comforts of modern life, I have
contemplated about our Canadian experience many times. My intent was to write a short paper
pointing out the value of our shared experiences to you. But I realized there was little that I could
scratch on a piece of paper that could stand measure to the overall trip on each individual. The
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significance to each of us will evolve over time and with new experiences.
My view of the trip was hard work, camaradery, and cooperation. The Scout logs are
descript in their references to the physical hardships of the trek. That first day on the water had me
more than a little worried. The cold, rain, and wind in the face and the open water over Beaver
Island on the first night's camp. Equally though, I remember that first day's lunch along Little
Caribou Lake. You guys had that fire crackling in no time. Everybody squeezed in to capture any
available warmth while we ate. The elements did not beat us, but pushed us into a tightly knit circle
of comrades. I have enjoyed many campfires with you Scouts, but none more memorable.
Following days the sky cleared so the brilliant sun could warm us. The wind that had
hindered our progress, at times, became so still the water became like a mirror. Now we fully
appreciated nature's benevolence because of our being little things on an angry lake the first day.
Each incidence that I recall as the hard work of the wilderness experience, I remember a
counter-balancing aspect. When the wind tried to push us back, the feeling of coordinated paddle
strokes moving the canoe ahead. The always too long and much too rugged portage trails, but the
great cooperation that got us through them. The clouds of mosquitoes that enveloped our camps at
dusk and diving into our bug free tents to discuss the day before exhausted slumber.
To paraphrase Caesar's immortal military dispatch to Rome after defeating the Parthians at
Zela in 47 B.C., "Veni, vidi, vici." We came, we cooperated, we succeeded. Guys, as individuals
you were all really great. With cooperation, you were awesome and successful. Lastly, most
important to me, we had some tough going, yet came home friends. Yours in Scouting,
Don Harter
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ODDS AND ENDS
LIFE JACKET RULES
We had three rules for when life jackets were mandatory:
1. Whenever we were on a river.
2. When it got windy on a lake.
3. When dressed in long pants or boots.
PRE-TRIP PLANNING/PREPARATION:
Equipment List:
Budget:
Menu:
Food List:
Travel Agenda/Maps:
Travel Paperwork:
Fishing Licenses:
T-shirt Design.
T-shirt Production:
Contingency Equipment:
Crew Assignments:

Stephen Webber
Mark Gingrich
Jacob Bruton and Andrew Elmore
Jacob Bruton, Andrew Elmore, K.C. Enright
Jason Quade
John Alexander and Don Harter
Mark Gingrich and Greg Scott
Mark Gingrich (front logo) and Tucker Staley (back logo)
Devin Coffman
Kyle Chatman
Mark Gingrich

PRIOR SUPERTRIPS
1969
1971
1973
1973
1975
1976
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1994
1997

Gone Wild'69
Light Pack'71 (L P.'71)
Voyager Trails Trek '73 (VTT '73)
Deep Freeze'73
I R S. '75
White Water'76
High Country'79
Canadian Clear Water '81 (CCW '81)
Lost Ranger Trek '83 (LRT '83)
Royale Expedition '85 (RE '85)
Sierra Madre Range '87 (SMR '87)
Kopka River Experience '89 (KRE '89)
Eagle Soar'94
Canadian River Trek '97 (CRT '97)
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SUPER TRIP BUDGET - PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL

by Mark Gingrich
Actual
$1950

Savings
$80(-)

$500
$320

$45(-)

$335

$90(+)

$1,155

$45(+)

$515
$345
$689
$1,549

$477
$325
$694
$1,496

$38(+)
$20(+)
$5(-)
$53(+)

$343

$343

$150

$120

$30(4.)

$10
$130
$60
$133
$145
$96
$574

$10.48
$130
$60
$133
$57.72
$32.16
$423.36

$0.48(-)

$5,686

$5,487

$198.54(+)

Item
Canoes, Shuttle,
Maps, Parking

Figures
11 canoes

Bus

$500
.25 per mile X 2380 ml
$275
(we budgeted 2200 mi)
with 1000 free miles
2200 mi. (actual miles 2380)
$425
X 7mpg
(actual mpg 9)
X $1.35 per gallon (act. ave. price $1.29)
(true # of gallons used 258)
$1,200

Base Fee
Milage

Fuel

Bus Total

Budgeted
$1870

Food
Travel
Sit-Down Meal
Trail
Food Total
T-Shlrts

23 X 2 (plus 3 extra) X $7

Float Plane
Miscellaneous
Log Book, pen, etc.
Water Pumps
Rescue Bags
k
Fishing Licenses
Ice, Soda, Camp Fees
Laundry/Showers

GRAND TOTAL EXPENSES
Income:
17 X $250^6 4
5 X $180

j^a-lki^Aki.A'rvA
faim^y

JJf

$300 (special woodcutting)
2 X $25 (non-refund for 2)
$68 tax refund

$87.28(+)
$63.84(+)
$150.54(+)

$4250
$900
$300
$50
$68
$5,568 - $5,487 = $81 left over*

* left-over sums will be spent on log book production.
*original budget had troop contributing several hundred dollars. Savings by
the boys makes this unnecessary ~ but troop may help with log book costs.

Jacob Bruton

.

,

Supertrip Menu

Sun.

j

Breakfast-Bacon, eggs, oranges, and tang. I *

fiif^'^^

M^^^

r
Lunch-Sandwichs, apples, pringels, and kool-aid. 9"
Dinner-Cheeseburgers, corn o n the cob, cake, and kool-aid.
Mon. Breakfast-Monster omelets, (cheese peppers spam etc.)1/2 apple,
tang.
Lunch-Summer sausage, cheese & crackers, candy bars, and kool-

1
Dinner-Vegetable stew, rice, cornbread^
Tue.

^i^^k,

and kool-aid.

Breakfast- Cereal, poptarts, dried bananas, and kool-aid.
Lunch-Vienna sausages, crackers, raisins, and tang, ' f N

^

Dinner-Spaghetti, French bread crapes, and kool-aid.
Wed.

Breakfast-Gstmeal, dried fruit, breakfast bar, and tang.
Lunch-Peanut butter & jelly on crackers, extra dried fruit ,m&m's, and
kool-aid.

Dinner-Fried potatoes, macaroni & chesse ,grilled summer sausage,
BAmuffins, and kool-aid.
Thur. Breakfast- Pancakes, fried spam, and tang.
Stmn^tr

Sti^n^e

^

xli>rAUSj

.

^ ,

,

s. cuAy

Lunch- Romcn noooiGs, granola bars ,dried fruit, and kool-aid.

Mr

/

DinnerFISH, mashed
mashed potatoes,
b r o w n gravy, stove top, and
iner- i-ibM,
potato
car
Fri.

Breakfast-Oatmeal, poptarts, dried fruit ,and tang .
Lunch- Summer sausage, cheese & crackers, m&m's, and kool-aid.
Dinner- Stroganoff, stovtrtop, rice, marshmallows, and kool-aid.

koi-B>X
C o o l

^^•''^-'Y^M^'^A)
Gt^y

H/eecleJ

flQm:>i<> -f- Ta>i^
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^
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Po^^
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AMERICAN CHEESE SLICES
APPLES
BACON
BAG OF CANDY
BEEF BOUILLON CUBES
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN MIX
BREAD
r
BREAKFAST BARS
I
BUNS
BUTTER
n- CAKE
•
CARROT
" CEREAL
^ CHEESE LOG
.
CHERRY FILLINGS
CHIPS
_ CORN BREAD
r CORN MEAL
' • CORN ON THE COB
CRACKERS
" DRIED BANANA
DRIED FRUIT
DRIED MILK
— EGGS
ENGLISH MUFFINS
FAKE EGGS
FRENCH BREAD
I GRAVY
GREEN PEPPERS
HAM
HAMBURGER
ICING
INSTANT POTATOES
KETCHUP
KOOL-AID
LETTUCE
'

MACARONI & CHEESE
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
r- MARSHMALLOWS - - ,
( MAYONNAISE
' MUSTARD
_ OATMEAL PACKETS
ONION
ORANGES
PANCAKES•
PEANUT BUTTER
PEPPER
POP-TARTS
p POTATO

#/size
4
2
4
0.17
0.05
0.17
4
1
2

T r o o p 707
,
S u p e r T r i p KtefTO
^
Measure # of Meals Per Patrol Per Troop
48
96
slices
2
24
48
each
2
48
96
slices
1
2.04
4.08
bag
1
jar
1
0.6
1.2
1
2.04
4.08
box/mix
48
96
slices
1
each
12
24
1
each
24
48
1

.^ZtA^^'

Measure
slices
each
slices
bag
jar
box/mix
slices
each
each

0.08
2
4
9
0.25
2.5
0.17

box/mix
each
cups
oz.
can
oz.
box/mix

1
1
2
3
1
1
1

0.96
24
48
108
3
30
2.04

1.92
48
96
216
6
60
4.08

box/mix
each
cups
oz.
can
oz.
box/mix

1
1.5
8
1.5
8
2
1
3
0.17
0.25
0.2
1
2
0.08
1.5
2
154
0.04
12
2
0.17
5
1
2
4
0.25
1
6
0.17

each
tubes
oz.
bag
oz. (wet)
each
each
each
loaf
cups
each
slice
patties
can
cups
packet
oz. (wot)
head
oz.
cups
jar
each
packet
packet
packets
eacf!
each
each
jar

1
3
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1

12
18
96
18
95
24
12
36
2.04
3
2.4
12
24
0.96
18
24
1848
0.48
144
24
2.04
60
12
24
48
o
12
72
2.04

24
36
192
36
192
48
24
72
4.08
6
4.8
24
48
1.92
36
48
3696
0.96
288
48
4.08
120
24
48
96
6
24
144
4.08

each
tubes
oz. (wet)
bag
oz. (wet)
each
each
each
loaf
cups
each
slice
patties
can
cups
packet
oz. (wet)
head
oz.
cups
jar
each
packet
packet
packets
each
each
each
jar

each
each

2
2

24
18

48
36

2
1.5

each
each

Troop 707
PUDDING
RAISINS
RAMAN NOODLES
RICE
SALAMI
SALT
SNACK CAKE
SPAGHETTI NOODLES
SPAGHEI II SAUCE
SPAM
SQUEEZE JELLY
STOVE TOP STUFFING
STROGANOFF
SUMMER SAUSAGE
SYRUP (butter flavored)
TANG
TORTILLAS
TWIX
VEGETABLE OIL
VIENNA SAUSAGE

2
4
0.5
3.5

1

Super Trip R S J W
cups
1
oz.
1
package
1
cups
2
slice
1

1
6

each
oz.
6
oz.
0.5
can
0.17
bottle
2
cups
0.25
box/mix
0.67
roll
g-.-s-K; '(bottle
84""' ' oz. (wet)
each
2
each
1

1

can

^
24
48
6
42
12

48
96
12
84
24

cups
oz.
package
cups
slice

1
1

12
72
72
6
2.04
24
3
8.04
6
1008
24
12

24
144
144
12
4.08
48
6
16.08
12
2016
48
24

each
oz.
oz.
can
bottle
cups
box/mix
roll
bottle
oz. (wet.)
each
each

1

12

24

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
7

can
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On the Trail - Personal Gear:
Back Pack
Sleeping Bag
Foam Pad
Clothes:
1 pr. long pants
2 pn stiorts. (or 1 swimsuit and 1 pr. of shortsj
uelt
3 pr. underwear
5-6 pr. socks
3-4 T-shirts (including one Super Trip Shirt)
Sweatshirt or warm jacket
2 pr. tennis shoes (no sandals, flip-flopsj
Hat (baseball caps are groat)
Poncho or Raincoat (pack for easy access in case needed during bus trip)
Towel
Toilet Kit (biodegradable soap and shampoo, toothbrush and paste; contact Ions
cleaner if needed)
Plate, bowl, cup
^y
V
Knife, fork, s p o o r x - " ^
Clean-up Kit (SOS pads, scrubby, liquid soap)
Repair Kit (needle, thread, safety pins)
Half gallon container for water
First Aid Kit (check for completeness)
Personal Medications (notify David F. if bringing any)
Insect Repellant
Sunscreen Lotion
Matches
Compass
Pocket or Folding Sheath Knife
A.P. paper
^
^
Float Maps in zip-lock bag (f^+t&?«=i will provide)
Pen and small pad
Hard candy or cum
/ / .-/v--:)
— F^ishing Pole
_
. y ^ ^ y^ yyo ^ / e . V ^ / - ' / - ^ ^
^
Lures, line, hooks, elc.(<'t=m-re'x-w-/ XU'-"^,;
Fishing License
O ^ i o S ? "''"'"^ ^
Sun glasses
Camera and Film

^^^"^ ^

^^^-^
.

i^oicspi.-o.ul

G ^

y^/r^lj

Mosquito head-net
Watch
Book
Pair of back-up eye-glasses (if needed)
Deck of cards „
,
r a

T-o^p

^

phshy^r»pncr

j

On the Trail - Canoe Partner Gear:
Canoe
Paddles
Life Jacket5
Bailer and/or sponge
. Tent
. Tent Stakes
. Groundcioth
. 50' of bow-line (stong nylon)
. 40' of twine to tie gear into canoe
Food Duffle and Plastic bags
Hot Pot Glove
, mm
[ I y.xdmz-t

--,pim

,jg„..
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

f_iV^ i<d<,p9y

On the Trail ~ Crew Gear:
Cook Gear (K.C. is working on this)
2 Colored Float Maps in plastic ziplocks
2 water purifier pumps (and water bottles for the Pur pumps)
1 Log Book and Pen
1 bottle of water purification tablets
,
.
1/2 roil duct tape
y/
)
:
2 feet of baling wire
' O
'
2 extra paddles
Contingent Crew Gear [in event fire ban is in place]:
15,000 ml of bottled white gas
4 white gas stoves
On the Bus - Personal Gear:
Wear Full Scout Uniform (including Super Trip Shirt)
Pillow and light blanket
Spendmc S
/
;Papeavork:
y /.,; ccf
Medical Form (W-re^
or - -

^

/

../../ r

Birth Certificate
Letter of Entry into Canada (notarized by parents)
Gym Bag with extra travelling clothes for "on bus":
1 pr. shorts or long pants
/
Gym shorts
_
Immu/em
1 Super Trip shirt
1 additional comfortable shirt (it class A or B shirt, then can leave bus with
it on: it not class B will have to change into A or B prior to leaving bus)
5 pr. socks
, ^ iJ-foaacA
pd/f
/c^ep T/ecy,.,. i . q <^ TeX
SeperAJ
m
{pX
y m - - \ P m
^'^'^ ^(Mx/e '^^
'
.J
re
I
v^e-fV Yc? puT rheqC
' /\
''•-=• C O

/":4A,',<.7 /xtW

Pypr.opc'd

<pOT-

6 cans of favorite soda
Pen and Paper
Flashlight
[unless the flashlight in your pack is easily accessible]
Insect Repellent [unless the repellent in your pack is easily accessible]
Toilet Kit (toothbrush, paste, shampoo, etc.) [unless the Kit in your pack is easily
accessible]
Towel
Snacks, Cookies, Candy
Book
•
Jambox and tapes
Gameboy, Backgammon, Chess, Deck of Cards, etc.
On the Bus - Troop Gear:
2 Large Coolers witli ice
Road maps
2 log books and pen in ziplock
Travel Food $
Gas $ and Incidental $

X

-mcxld

3

i

T Q : Crew
: Fish licenses

t

cording to Ministry of Natural Resources, Toronto, Ontario, (416) 314-2000, our group is eligible for
jroup deal on fishing licenses. It works like this: Each crew must have 2 adults (defined as anyone
or over) who purchases a 7-day "Conservation" fishing license at a cost of $15 each (cost to Superis 2 crews X 2 adults X $15 per adult = $ 6 0 ) t If we do it this way, then each scout only pays $4
d is entitled to "fish off of the adult licenses." (cost to Super-trip is
scouts under age 18 X $4 =
[note: We'll have two additional leaders who are over 18, but as a "hard dollar" add-on expense

( l i t s than the "Regular" license but should be more than adequate. Under the Conservation license,
each member of the group can catch and release an unlimited number of fish, but can actually possess
ly up to 2 fish each at any one time. In other words, Kyle could catch 25 fish one morning and be
gal" so long as he kept on a stringer only 2 of the 25. Also, once he eats those fish, he is free to .
catch and "string up" another 2 fish. We could more than double the number of fish we have in our
ssession at any one time if we have the adults purchase "Regular" licenses, but that would add
other $60 to the Trip cost and seems pointless. No-one should have any reason to have more than
2 fish on a stringer at any time. The total cost to the Trip of the licenses for the group if we do it this
y will be $140 ($7 per scout)

f

t

If we go the Conservation license route, we must purchase the licenses at a local Ministry of the
terior office. There is such an office in Thunder Bay Ontario, but we have a problem. Our arrival
ly, according to the agenda Jason put together, is on a Saturday and the office will be closed.
Therefore, we'll have to do the purchases by mail. According to "Lucy" in the Thunder Bay office, we
fcn purchase the licenses by mailing or faxing the pertinent information to her attention. Her FAX
Wumber is (807) 475-1527 and her voice number is (807) 475-1397. She says we must provide the
following information:
""^
W75'-/97|
The dates we will be fishing ~ Sunday, July 6 through Saturday, July 12 (I know we plan on
etting back to bus Friday night, but we may have shuttling to do Sat. morning so rest of crew could be
Jishing; or we may be delayed in getting back to bus so I suggest we take our 7 days beginning
B u n d a y July 6 and go through Saturday July 12).
Name and address of our group
^
Where we will be going
I
Visa number and expiration date
For each member going, the following:
Date of Birth
Height
Weight
Eye Color
Hair Color
Address

I

(

I
I

fche

said we should also remind her in the fax or letter to send a copy of the fishing regs.

JTThe Thunder Bay address of the Ministry of Natural Resources is:

1
_

Ministry of Natural Resources
435 James Street, South
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7E6S8
Main Phone - (807) 475-1471
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